Disclaimer of Liability - This detail is meant to show the installation of the TABS II & IP System only. Always check first with the window manufacturer for their recommendation on how to flash & install their windows.

Full Width Window Flashing By Window Manufacturer.

Sealant
1/2" to Maximum 1-1/4"

Thin Masonry Veneer Supplied by TABS Wall Systems or Approved Equal.

TABS II 90-Degree Double Tab Design, sits firmly beneath veneer, which eliminates open voids & air pockets.

TABS II Pre-mixed Polymer Modified "Type S Mortar" or TABS II Latex Mortar Additive Added to Field Mixed "Type S Mortar.

RainDrop Wrap Supplied by Tabs Wall Systems

Shim

TABS II Super Stretch Flashing Tape Extend Over Full Window Width.

SILL

Substrate

TABS II or TABS IP Panel

FLUSH WINDOW SILL
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